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Abstract7

Sun is a source of renewable energy called solar energy. Solar energy is a basic need of living8

plants and human being on the earth. By the use of solar energy there is no pollution and no9

waste. There are many fields of using solar energy. It can be used directly in a variety of10

thermal applications like heating of water or air, charging batteries, drying, distillation,11

cooking etc.Bangladesh is an under developing country. It is a country of lot of problems.12

Energy crisis is one of the important problems. To overcome this problem solar energy may be13

used as an alternative. It is not possible to solve the giant problem over a night but it can be14

decreased. Solar energy is one kind of renewable energy. Everyday a lot of power is used for15

charging purpose like mobile, camera, light etc.16

17

Index terms— solar PV module, PIC microcontroller, LDR sensor, ON/OFF smart solar charge controller,18
LED street lights, automatic brightness control etc.19

1 Introduction20

nergy crisis is one of the basic problem in developing country like Bangladesh. One step to overcome this problem21
may be the use of solar energy as an alternative. A huge amount solar energy is available in the environment22
that can be utilized and also could be stored to use any suitable time.23

Solar energy, radiant light and heat from the sun, is harnessed using a range of ever-evolving technologies24
such as solar heating, solar photovoltaic, solar thermal electricity, solar architecture and artificial photosynthesis.25
Solar technologies are broadly characterized as either passive solar or active solar depending on the way they26
capture, convert and distribute solar energy. Active solar techniques include the use of photovoltaic panels and27
solar thermal collectors to harness the energy. Passive solar techniques include orienting a building to the sun,28
selecting materials with favorable thermal mass or light dispersing properties, and designing spaces that naturally29
circulated with air.30

Author ? ? ?: Department of Mechanical Engineering, khulna University of Engineering & Technology,31
Khulna, Bangladesh. e-mail: rakibme2k9@gmail.com Sun is responsible for most of accessible energy resources.32
Solar energy can be used both directly and indirectly. It can be used directly in a variety of thermal applications33
like charging of batteries, heating water or air, drying, distillation, cooking etc. The heated fluids can in turn34
be used for applications like power generation. A second way in which solar energy can be directly through the35
photovoltaic effect in which it is converted to electrical energy. Indirectly, the sun causes winds to blow, plants to36
grow, rain to fall and temperature differences to occur from the surface to the bottom of oceans. Useful energy37
can be obtained for commercial and non-commercial purposes through all these renewable sources. Solar portable38
charger is one type of chargers which can be carried any place at any time. In addition, a good portable solar39
charger should be straightforward and easy to use. In this type of portable charger, solar panel is placed on the40
cap which is put on the head. When sun strikes on the solar panel photons release from it. Then electron starts41
flow though the cable which is connected with solar panel. A PCB board is also connected with solar panel.42
Solder the positive output wire of the voltage regulator to the USB’s positive. Similarly, connect the negative43
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12 CONCLUSION

output of regulator to the negative of USB. The USB port must be fixed properly to the PCB board. A reservoir44
is used which store charge and supply charge to the battery when require.45

Solar portable charger is very effective for everyday use. It is suitable for use in rural area where electricity is46
not available or load shading frequently occur. Travelers and advantageous people can also use this type portable47
charger.48

2 II.49

3 Design a) Assumptions for Design50

? Solar panel should be capable of supplying [5][6] volts.51
? The cap should be easily carried.52
? Reservoir should store charge properly and supply it when require.53

4 b) Design of Components54

Different components needed for this system are designed. When designing above assumptions are taken under55
consideration.56
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? Solar panel There were various types of solar panel. In this construction TYN355-366 type solar panel was60
used. The capacity of this type of solar panel was 5V (volt) and 5W (watt).It could able to supply 800-1000 mA61
current which was required for charging a battery (mobile, camera etc.). It was required to place the solar panel62
perfectly on the head. So that the dimension is selected Length= 16 cm, Width= 12 cm63

7 ? Reservoir64

The length of the reservoir was 10.3 cm and width is 2.8 cm. Reservoir had charged storing capacity. It was able65
to supply charge to battery when required.66

? system A PCB board was connected with solar panel. The length of the PCB board was 3 cm and67
width=2cm.USB port and LED lamp attached with PCB board. Finally a cable was connected between battery68
cell and USB port. The length of the cable was used according to required.69

8 c) Description of the designed system70

There are two types of charging method a) Direct charging b) Charging by use reservoir. In ’direct charging’71
method, one end of cable is connected with USB port of solar panel and other end of the cable is connected with72
battery cell. In ’charging by reservoir’ method, only different from the previous method is that it uses a reservoir73
which primarily store charge. The storage charge from the reservoir then supply to the battery cell by cable.74

9 Test Procedure75

Batteries were charged both at stationary and moving conditions. In both the cases it was observed to charge76
the battery successfully. The performance of portable charger depends on solar intensity that was also observed77
while charging in sunny and cloudy sky. Storing of charge in the reservoir was checked by charging battery at78
night successfully.79

V.80

10 Result and Discussion81

Test results of battery charger was found satisfactory. It took almost same amount of time to be fully charged82
from main. Storing of charge and also charging from the reservoir were checked and found satisfactory.83

Performance of storing of charge and charging of battery were found satisfactory and both were found84
satisfactory and both were delayed in cloudy sky was also observed.85

11 VI.86

12 Conclusion87

A portable solar charger by using a solar cap has been designed and constructed successfully. Battery has been88
charged directly by the dc voltage produced by a solar panel through a USB port. Performance of the devices89
has been tested and following results are obtained. 1. Batteries can be charged both stationary and moving90
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12 CONCLUSION

condition. 2. Charging time takes almost same amount of time to be fully charged from main. 3. Performance91
of portable charger depends on solar intensity 4. Charge can be stored in the reservoir. 1 292
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